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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in the civil engineering practice, the pile-building is the most universal type of 

foundation. It is usually associated with bridges, fly-overs and other civil engineering objects,

industrial buildings, tall buildings, chimneys, tanks etc [1]. It is essential to control the quality 

of concrete piles. The most accepted weight-bearing capacity measurement technique is the 

static probe load (fig. 1b), which is realized in conformity with PN-83/B-02482 [2]. In 

addition, it is popular to use the dynamic measurements connected with generated loads and 

strains in the head and stem of a pile (PDA, CASE, CAPWAP). The dynamic impulse is 

generated by a falling mass or pile driver (Fig. 1a). Contrary to the capacity measurement, it 

is the most important to control the continuity and length of a pile. The most popular of these 

methods in construction practice are stress waves methods like SIT (sonic integrity testing) or 

PIT (pile integrity testing). In the following paper the non-destructive Impulse Response 

s’Mash method has been applied. This method belongs to stress waves methods and can be 

used to determine the length, cross-section area and quality of concrete piles.

b)a)

Fig. 1. Methods used in pile capacity testing:

a) dynamic method [3], b) static load test [4]
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The concept of the Impulse Response s’Mash method is to generate a stress wave in the 

measured element using calibrated hammer with rubber head. At the same moment the stress 

wave signal is being registered using the geophone [5-7]. The idea of a portable equipment

with a hammer, geophone and laptop with special software has been shown in Figure 2. On 

the  Figure 3 the view of the Impulse Response s’Mash equipment and its practical usage have 

been presented.

Fig. 2. The concept of the Impulse Response s’Mash method.

a) b)
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Fig. 3. Impulse Response s’Mash method:

a) view of the equipment, b) the method in practice. 
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In the analysis of the results, the most important parameters are: maximum mobility P,

minimum mobility of a pile with no void Qmax and minimum mobility of a pile with a void 

Qmin. Based on the parameters given in the chart, the medium value of the mobility of a pile is

given by the equation: 

min,maxmin,max
QPN    (1) 

If there is a void that changes the cross section area of a pile whose density  and wave 

velocity Cp are known, the cross-section area is given by: 
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Additionally, to generate the length of a pile the following equation is necessary:
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To evaluate the depth of a void the equation (3) is given: 
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Three characteristic situations shown in Figure 4 may occur in non-destructive concrete 

pile testing using the Impulse Response s’Mash method. In Figure 4a the situation with a 

continuous pile with constant cross-section area and quality of the concrete has been 

presented as a function of the frequency and mobility. In that case, the stress wave is reflected

by the bottom of a pile and it goes back to the geophone to generate the true length of a tested 

pile. The mobility chart is given by the curve, which is recurring sequentially. On the basis of

that chart the differences of frequency between maximum points of the curve are calculated

and the correct length of a pile can be generated. In the second situation, which has been 

presented in Figure 4b, the registered signal was generated by a pile with a different concrete 

quality. The difference is that in the second chart there is a larger number of picks and the 

curve is irregular. By the measuring of the differences in frequency between individual picks,

the depth of the occurrence of a change in concrete quality can be determined The signal 

showing the change of the cross-section area of a pile has been presented in Figure 4c. In that

case there are no expected and regular picks of the value of mobility in the function of

frequency. The curve is also irregular.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Characteristic charts of the mobility values as a function of frequency for the following 

pile types: a) a continuous pile, b) a pile with different quality of the concrete,

c) with variable cross-section area. 
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2. THE USE OF IMPULSE RESPOSNSE S’MASH METHOD IN TESTING OF 

CONCRETE PILES 

The concrete piles in residential buildings have been investigated. The view of the 

building site during ground works has been presented in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. The view of a building site during ground works with the arrangement of the concrete 

piles, on which the measurements using Impulse Response s’Mash method have been 

performed.
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Fig. 6. Signals registered using Impulse Response s’Mash method in case of:

a) continuous pile, b) pile with variable cross-section area. 
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After preliminary investigations at the selected points the stress wave using calibrated 

hammer has been generated. The example of the signal registered by the Impulse Response 

s’Mash method for a continuous pile has been presented in Figure 6a. The most important 

factor in the interpretation of the results is the shape of the curve. The picks with maximum 

mobility values are formed in a regular, clear and repeatable manner. The are no transitional 

picks between main maximum mobility values. On the basis of the differences in frequency 

between maximum picks using the equation (3) the length of a pile, in this case 10m, can be 

generated.

The example of a signal registered by means of Impulse Response s’Mash method applied 

for the pile with a variable cross-section area has been presented in Figure 6b. In this case 

there are transitional picks between maximum picks, which confirms the change of the cross-

section area at a definite depth. 

Table 1 lists the parameters taken from the chart (Fig. 6) for those signals and calculated 

values for the measured piles. 

Table 1. Specification of parameters, given and calculated, on the basis of the signals shown 

in Fig.6. 

Stress wave 
velocity

Concrete 
density 

Minimum 
mobility 

Maximum
mobility 

Medium
mobility 

Pile length Void depth Characteristic 
situation

Cp

[m/s] [kg/m3]

Qmin, max

[-]*10-6

P

[-]*10-6

Nmin, max

[-]*10-6

L

[m]

Lh

[m]

Continuous pile 
4000 2400 0,1 1,4 0,37 10,0 -

Pile with variable 

cross-section area 4000 2400 0,4 1,4 0,75 10,0 0,8

The performed investigations of concrete piles using Impulse Response s’Mash method 

clearly showed that the length of piles is 10,0 m (fig. 6a) in conformity with construction 

design guidelines. In case of few piles, like it has been presented in Figure 6b, the change of a 

cross-section area of 80 cm in depth was found. The change did not have the influence for the 

capacity of the piles because during the measurements the irregular head of the piles was 

about 80 cm above the height of the planned pile head level. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

 The measurements carried out by means of Impulse Response s’Mash method can be 

easily applied in non-destructive evaluation of quality and diagnostics of concrete piles. The 

investigations showed that this method provides a quick and direct manner of evaluating not 

only the length of a pile, the cross-section area, the change in area (narrowing or broadening) 

at the height but also the depth of a void. These measurements are especially important when 

piles are made with modern technologies of displacement piles (CFA piles, Omega piles) The 

driven piles should be also tested because there is always the risk of damage of those piles on 

the construction site. 
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